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Corporate Tax Reform Taxing Profits
A new proposal for a global minimum tax is being scrutinised by businesses in Hong Kong, where a range of concessions allow some companies to lower their effective rate below 15 per cent.
Could Hong Kong’s status as a business hub be threatened under global minimum tax reform?
Robert Goulder considers a recent attempt to quantify net revenues gains (or losses) under the OECD’s pillar 1 reform proposal.
The Price Of Tax Reform: Pillar 1 Reduced To The Back Of A Napkin
Brazil's government is weighing an immediate cut in taxes on company profits by 5 percentage points, and may double that to a 10-percentage-point reduction, Economy Minister Paulo Guedes said on ...
Brazil eyes immediate, bolder corporate profit tax cut of 10 percentage points
The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) announced on Thursday that 130 nations have agreed to a plan to reform taxation rules regarding multinational corporations. The plan ...
130 nations agree to global corporate tax reform
G20 finance ministers on Saturday gave their backing to a historic deal to overhaul the way multinational companies are taxed, and urged hold-out countries to get on board.
G20 endorses historic global tax reform (Update)
World Mathias Cormann 130 countries and jurisdictions, representing more than 90% of global GDP, joined the Statement establishing a new framework for international tax reform. A small group of the ...
130 countries agree on minimum global corporate tax rate. Ireland didn't sign it
Australian Federal Treasurer Josh Frydenberg will front an international meeting on a global corporate tax overhaul after carving out favorable conditions for Australian miners and banks. Reserve Bank ...
Global Corporate Tax Overhaul Favors Australia
Finance ministers and central bank governors from G20 economies reached a historic agreement on a new global corporate tax reform plan over the weekend, endorsing a minimum levy on multinational ...
Fairer G20 corporate tax plan OK’d
If you want to know how Facebook avoided paying taxes on $1.1 billion of profits in 2012 and ... ordinary income and capital gains tax rates and inheritance tax income over a million dollars. I would ...
How complex laws like the Trump tax "reform" of 2017 perpetuate the wealth gap
The Government today welcomed the consensus largely reached by the international community on the key principles of the international tax reform framework. To address the base erosion and profit ...
Hong Kong: Consensus on tax reform welcomed
German Finance Minister Olaf Scholz said on Wednesday he does not expect hurdles to moving ahead with a planned global tax reform at a G20 meeting in Venice this weekend. “Everything will happen very ...
German Finance Minister Scholz says global tax reform “will happen very quickly”
G20 finance ministers meeting in Venice on Friday and Saturday could rally the world's top economies behind a global plan to tax multinationals more fairly that has already been hashed out among 131 ...
Global tax reform plan goes to the G20
G20 finance ministers gathered Friday in Venice under tight security, with global tax reform at the top of the agenda as the world's biggest economies seek to ensure multinational companies pay their ...
Global Tax Reform Tops G20 Meet In Venice
The priority in corporate tax reform is to go ahead with a global G20 deal, European Economics Commissioner Paolo Gentiloni said on Saturday when asked about whether European Union's digital services ...
In overture to U.S., EU's Gentiloni says G20 deal is priority on corporate tax
Brazilian Economy Minister Paulo Guedes plans to insist that the tax rate on dividends in a government reform proposal sent to Congress be set at 20%, but people close to him concede that negotiations ...
Brazil Tax Reform Talks May See Lower Proposed Rate on Dividends
MILAN, ItalyG20 finance ministers meeting in Venice on Friday and Saturday could rally the worlds top economies behind a global plan to tax multinationals more fairly, already hashed out among 130 ...
G20 ministers sets meeting to strike political deal on global tax reform plan
The bill envisages corporate profit taxes being cut to 12.5% next year ... The government sent the first phase of its long-awaited tax reform proposals to Congress almost a year ago.
Brazil tax reform bill proposes tax cuts for individuals, companies
G20 finance ministers on Saturday gave their backing to a historic deal to overhaul the way multinational companies are taxed, and urged hold-out countries to get on board. Some 132 countries have ...
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